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HANSEATISCHER VERSICHERUNGSDIENST
EDUARD PFEIFER GMBH
- Versicherungsmakler -

Hamburg, January 3, 2022
competent: Eduard Pfeifer
sw direct – 20
eMail: eduard.pfeifer@hvd-hamburg.de

Insurance confirmation 2022
Goods Damage–Liability insurance Policy No. 100.061.9665001.6 - HELVETIA

Dear Sirs,

in our capacity as the authorized representative of your goods damage liability insurer, we hereby confirm
that your liability is insured based on German Forwarders’ General Terms and Conditions of Trading (ADSp
2016 and 2017), whereby the following items have been taken into account:

1. The insurance is also based on your works as forwarder even if you are liable under
freight law as a fixed cost forwarder or as storage keeper.

2. The geographical area of applicability for the insurance relates to transport contracts within Europe
excluding the states of the CIS, in case of storage at your warehouse under your address.

3. Every value declaration and/or declaration of a special interest, for example such as section 24.2
ADSp, Art. 24 and Art. 26 CMR and so on, are not insured, unless a special agreement is closed
with the insurer, before the order is performed.

4. Goods prone to theft and particularly valuable goods (cf. also Section 3.3 ADSp) are insured up to
€ 50,000,00 per conveyance and damage event within the scope of the relevant conditions unless
another agreement is expressly reached with the insurer before the execution of the order.

5 In cases when the claimant enforces the allegation that the damage was attributable to the policyhold-
er, is legal representatives or is managerial staff as a result of gross negligence or recklessness, the
insurance benefit per damage event/claim and damage outcome is limited to € 250,000 if the statuto-
ry liability ruling is exceeded.

We hope that satisfies your requirements.

Yours faithfully,

Hanseatischer Versicherungsdienst
Eduard Pfeifer GmbH

Eduard Pfeifer i.A. Sabine Werner

(computerletter - valid without signature)

Hanseatischer Versicherungsdienst Eduard Pfeifer GmbH
Postfach 73 07 24 - 22127 Hamburg

Ernst-Herrmann
Hermina GmbH & Co. KG
Großhandel & Int. Transporte
Hofer Straße 22

93057 Regensburg

 040 / 679099-0
Fax 040 / 679099-11
Kriegkamp 2
22147 Hamburg

Bank accounts:
Commerzbank AG, Hamburg
(Sort code 200 800 00)
Account 2 923 105 00
Hamburger Sparkasse
(Sort code 200 505 50)
Account 1218/123 840
Postbank Hamburg
(Sort code 200 100 20)
Account: 208 17-207

Ust-IdNr.: DE118660779


